
 
Breakdown of the Basics 

 
 
Fundamentals of Passing 

• Get out of the habit of calling out “Non-Dominate” and “Dominate” this can 
subconsciously allow your athlete to think they have a hand that’s weaker than the 
other which can hinder their confidence.  Just call out “left” and “right.” I find it easiest 
to say “left hand up top” and “right hand up top” when switching, so therefore, it allows 
more time for my athletes to process what I’m saying instead of just yelling out one 
word. 

• Stick should be up and away from player’s body, and horizontal with the bottom of the 
stick slightly angled down 

• Elbow off the side of body, back and protecting the ball in a “triple threat” position 
• Drive bottom of stick forward as you gain momentum to throw the ball 
• When the butt end of the stick has been driven forward continue to pull the butt end of 

the stick down and to the opposite side of your body-DO NOT FOLLOW THROUGH TO 
SAME SIDE/MIDDLE YOUR STOMACH 

• Remember, the top hand guides and VERY lightly pushes, the bottom hand powers the 
pass as you pull it through to the opposite side. 

• If a player is having trouble with the pass going too high tell them to release the ball a 
bit later 

• If a player is having trouble releasing the ball too low tell them to release the ball a little 
sooner. 

• Player should be releasing the ball while their stick is pointed directly at their target.  
• Encourage player to continue to follow through with their pass, down to the opposite 

side of their body (unless you are working on nose-breakers or under tight pressure/8-
meter offense) 

• Remember the “sweet spot” of the head of a stick is the UPPER portion, and this is 
where every player should be catching and throwing from.    

 
What to look out for and correct: 

• Flat feet while passing.  Always correct player to take a couple steps after they’ve 
thrown to continue their momentum 

•  “Catapult” throwing shouldn’t be happening.  Teach player to reach back and 
extent their elbow before driving their stick forward to throw 

• Following through to the same side of their body 
• Player releasing the ball to one side of the other opposed to their target 
• Elbows on the sides of their body opposed to up and away 

 
 
 
 



Fundamentals of Ground Balls 
• Get low and sink your hips 
• Especially for beginning players, encourage them to choke their top hand up towards 

the head of the stick so their hand is just beneath the beginning of the plastic 
• If you are picking up the ground ball left handed, your left foot should step adjacent to 

the ball and just the opposite if you are picking the ground ball up with your right 
• “Scrape knuckles” on the turf/grass and stick should be nearly horizontal to the ground 
• Encourage players to “power through” the ground balls and accelerate out of the pick 

up 
• Players should never stop completely to pick up ground ball and should accelerate 

through 
• Shoulders over the ball as you bring it up and into a protected position 
• Minimize the amount of cradles you take before bringing your stick into a protected 

position 
• Remember the “sweet spot” of the head of a stick is the UPPER portion, and this is 

where every player should be catching and throwing from.    
 
 What to look out for and correct: 

• Straight legs when going to pick up ground ball (knees should be bent and butt 
should be down) 

• Top hand still at the middle of the shaft (top hand should nearly be all the way 
up for control, especially with beginners) 

• Popping the ball up/flinging the ball 
• Extending stick out as ground ball is picked up (shoulders should be over the ball 

protecting it) 
• Slowing down to pick up ground ball 

 
 
Fundamentals of Catching 

• Most of dropped passes stem from lack of “giving or using “soft hands” and not having 
their stick out in front of them 

• Give your teammate a good target and place the head of your stick out in front of you 
• When you are teaching beginner players, advise them to watch the ball all the way into 

their stick.  As they become more skilled, this will become second nature and they won’t 
have to watch the ball for the entirety of the catch. 

• Simultaneously as the ball hits your players stick, they should be giving back with their 
ENTIRE stick (this is very important) most players, when they are starting out, will just 
drop the head of the stick back, and this causes the ball to fall out.  Teach your athletes 
to breakdown the velocity of the ball with their top AND bottom hand by giving back 
(preferably straight into a triple threat position)!! 

• Remember the “sweet spot” of the head of a stick is the UPPER portion, and this is 
where every player should be catching and throwing from.    

 



What to look out for and correct: 
• Giving before the ball hits their stick (should happen simultaneously) 
• Only dropping the head of their stick (opposed to giving with their entire body 

and stick)  
• Player asking for the ball behind their head. 
• Flat feet or slowing down while catching (always encourage player to run 

through their catches) 
• Catching the ball at the base of the stick (ball should meet the head of the stick 

in the upper portion) 
• Trying to “snatch” the ball out of the air (opposed to just giving) 

 
 
Fundamentals of Power shooting 

• Aim for the inside of the pipes/corner pipes.   
• Each player should be able to hit all four corners at will 
• Encourage your athletes to have their arms up and away from their body and to follow 

through to the opposite side 
• As the stick is being brought back behind them to gain power, their shoulders and hips 

should in a sense “pull” to the direction of which hand they are shooting with.  As they 
drive their stick forward to shoot, their shoulders and hips should go along right with it 

• Snap HARD over the ball as it is released.  Stick should end up on the opposite side of 
their body 

• Continue your movement and momentum moving forward as you release the ball. DO 
NOT STOP YOUR FEET AS YOU RELEASE.   

• Also, athletes should finish with hips squared to the goal.  This allows for 2 things: 1. 
more accuracy and less of a chance of their shot going wide.  2. The shooter is 
automatically ready for their possible own rebound. 

 
What to look out for and correct: 
• Shooting with hips and shoulders facing the goal throughout the entire shot 
• Stopping feet as the ball is released 
• Elbows in tight (opposed to back and extended) 
• Following through to the same side of their body 
• Catapulting the ball (opposed to driving entire stick forward)  

 
 
 
Fundamentals of shooting inside the 8-meter (Finesse) 

• Yes, there is a time and place to bring your elbows in and have more of a “T-Rex” 
looking form when shooting, but it’s done with a purpose 

• It is okay to teach your athletes to bring their stick close and in front of their bodies 
when working in tight spaces 

• If necessary, choke up on stick for protection and bring bottom hand up a few inches 



• Think “everything between the shoulders.” Meaning the athlete should not be 
extending their stick back and behind or further than the length of their shoulders from 
left to right 

• If you are working in tight spaces with defense of you, a lot of times this is where 
“dangerous follow through” comes from.  In this case, and in hopes to avoid this, teach 
your player to NOT follow though completely.  This means it’s going to be finesse of 
power.  

• There is no need to throw your hardest shot when you are right in front of the goalie.  
Instead teach them to “change the level of their stick.”  Meaning, if they are holding 
their stick high, have their shoot low and the other way around. 

• The most effective shot is a high to low shot that is off the goalie’s stick side.  This is 
nearly impossible for a goalie to stop if the player is close in, and does it correctly.   

• Teach them the difference of “power shooting” and “finesse.” There is a time and place 
for both! 

 
What to look out for and correct: 

• Stick extending outside their shoulders and away from their body 
• Reach far back to shoot the ball (in tight spaces they will get checked if they do 

this) 
• Following through far out in front of them (this is where dangerous shot 

happens) 
• Over-cradling before shot (or in general) 

 
Fundamentals for 1v1 defense  

• Teach your athletes that they as the defender are in charge regardless if they have the 
ball or not.  I like to call this “An offensive mindset to defense” 

• Remember to always emphasis and practice footwork with your defenders.  Defenders 
need to be even quicker than attackers as they are responding to the attackers 
movement opposed to their own like attackers do 

• Watch hips of the attacker they have to go in the direction their hips are moving so do 
not fall for stick fakes or head fakes 

• Approach attacker at an angle that forces them to their what appears to be their least 
comfortable stick hand 

• Remember, if you are defending behind the goal circle always force them OUT and 
AWAY from the goal even if that means you are forcing them to their more comfortable 
stick side 

• Emphasize that defensive positioning is more important that stick checking 
• As you approach the attacker, player should be BIG and ready for knock down as you 

(the defender) get closer you then close them down, get smaller and are ready to make 
contact and direct the attacker 

• Use your “ABCDs” 
1. Approach the attacker in the position you want to force them 
2. Break down your steps so the “fly by” doesn’t happen 



3. Contact with the attacker (forearm to body/forearm to hip) yes this is legal!!! 
4. Direct the defender to where YOU want them to go (usually forcing them to their 

opposite hand, forcing them out and away from the goal/8-meter, or forcing 
them to your help) –it all depends on the situation! 

• The last component of great 1v1 defense is have your stick mirroring the attackers stick 
and be ready for that knockdown 

  
 
What the look out for and correct:  

• Approaching attacker “flat” (not forcing them to their weak side or YOUR help) 
• Not breaking down steps a few feet before meeting the attacker (they will be unable to 

change direction and adjust to the attacker, therefore will get burned) 
• Not making contact with the attacker 
• Laying stick horizontal or across the attacker as they are making contact (this will be a 

foul) 
• Being silent as they approach and defend the attacker (always yell “GOT BALL” and tell 

your teammates you are taking the ball carrier) 
• One hand on stick while making contact (always have two hands on stick, extending out, 

ready to make contact with attacker) 
• Players on heels of feet (very rarely would you want this situation in lacrosse, but 

especially not when defending) 
 
Fundamentals of cradling:  

• Elbows should be out and up 
• If right hand is up top, left hand should be at the bottom of the shaft and arm should be 

at a 90 degree.  Top right hand should be slightly above the middle of the shaft 
• Head of the stick should be behind the athlete’s head and to the side (to protect the 

ball) 
• Stick should be lateral to the ground or slightly angled up 
• When cradling it should not be constant and athletes should not try to cradle as fast as 

their feet are moving 
• When cradling, it should be both hands working together, not just the top hand moving 
• When cradling it should be more of a “soft lateral rock” every so often 
• Cradling should be one fluid motion  

 
 
What the look out for and correct:  

• Elbows in tight and cradling in a sharp robotic motion 
• Cradling vertically up and down 
• Rotating stick completely around when cradling 
• Cradling in front of body and in front of face 
• Over cradling (this is a big one) 
• Cradling across entire body 



 
Fundamentals of dodging:  

• Breakdown steps a few feet before reaching defender 
• After breaking down steps, angle hips, feet, shoulders and head in the direction you 

want to fake your defender 
• Accelerate in the other direction after the fake 
• Anytime there is a change of direction there needs to be an acceleration 
• Athletes must fake with entire body to get the defender to “jump” 
• After the dodge is complete the athlete must “seal” off the defender so when the 

defender spins around to catch up, they will be seeing the back of the attacker 
• Attacker must bring stick in front of their body to protect the ball after the dodge.  Many 

players forget this and get back checked 
 
 
What to look out for and correct: 

• Athletes not breaking steps down early enough 
• Long steps when approaching defender, opposed to short and quick steps 
• Long steps when attempting to accelerate out of dodge, opposed short to quick steps 
• Keeping stick behind head out of the dodge 
• Keeping the same speed throughout the duration of the dodge (remember, every time 

there is a change of direction there must be explosive movement following) 
• Fading off to the side of the defender after the dodge instead of sealing the defender 

behind them 
• Only faking with stick and not entire body (if player is defending correctly, they will be 

looking at the attackers hips and if their hips do not move in the direction of the fake 
they will be very easy to defend and predict) 
 

 
 
Fundamentals of the draw:  

• Bend knees in an athletic stance to use entire body to win the ball 
• Top hand should be at the top of the stick just under where the plastic starts 
• Bottom hand should be towards the bottom; however, it can be slightly above if desired 
• Top hands elbow should be underneath their stick (so they can drive their elbow up for 

power) 
• When drawing back, athletes should be pulling both hands to their right side while 

turning their stick out to win the ball on the backside of the stick.  As this is happening 
they should be moving their arms up and extending their legs as well (aka use entire 
body to win the draw and direct it). 

• Once the ball in won on the backside of the stick, the athlete can now direct the ball (all 
of this nearly happens at the same time. 

• Athlete must get the ball up and above their head in order to make it a legal draw 



• Remember, the draw is all about how fast your hands, wrists and arms are.  It is not 
about how hard you can simply “power” the ball behind you.  

• Athlete should practice “sighting” the ball after the draw goes up 
• Box out the opposing center after the draw goes up 
• After the draw goes up athletes needs to sight the ball, attack it and immediately move 

the ball to a teammate out of pressure or protect it and run the ball out of the middle of 
the field where there are most likely many defenders 

 
Things to look out for and correct:  

• Athlete standing straight up and down at the draw circle (always an athletic stance!) 
• Elbow to the side of their body instead of underneath 
• Pulling straight back instead of going up 
• At the start of the draw, the athlete should not be putting a lot of pressure on the ball.  

This pushes it into the back of the other players stick and makes it easier for them to win 
the ball on the backside 

• Going up and over their head, but not turning stick in the beginning to win the ball on 
the backside 

• Trying to use power over quick hands and wrists 
• Ball watching after the draw goes up opposed to attacking the ball and being aggressive 

 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Stick Work Routines 
 

Everything is 30 reps 
Repeat 2-3x  
    
• Wrist flicks L/R 
• One underhand high throws L/R 
• Two underhand high throws L/R 
• One handed quick stick L/R 
• Two handed quick stick L/R 
• Back side quick stick L/R 
• Bounce passes L/R  
• No cradle catches back into triple threat L/R 
 
Everything is 30 reps 

   1-handed partner stick work 
 

• Top hand only R/L 
• Bottom hand only R/L 
• 1-handed quick stick R/L 
• 1-handed catch on backside of stick; throw regular R/L 
• 1-handed catch regular; throw from backside of stick R/L 
• Around the back R/L 
• Between the legs R/L 
 
1 minute of madness X2  

Everything is on the backside of the stick 
 

• One-handed quick stick L/R 
• Two-handed quick stick L/R 
• Alternating quick stick  
• Regular throws L/R 
• Catch L throw R 
• Catch R throw L 

 


